FACILITY OPTIMIZATION
MAXIMIZING AMBULATORY CARE ASSET
UTILIZATION THROUGH HOTSPOTTING

Population health has changed the way
we look at ambulatory investment.
While in the past we looked for opportunities to expand
market share and referral patterns to young insured
populations, we are now challenged with improving
the health of our highest utilizers. Many high utilizers
are polychromic and dual eligible and have significant
challenges regarding transportation and mobility.

Today, investment is less about finding locations
with fewer competitors and more about placing
the appropriate services and caregivers where
patients need them.
FreemanWhite has developed a number of recent tools to
assess disease prevalence. Hotspotting allows us to identify
health trends in a community to guide investment in
ambulatory services. As we advance our ability to anticipate
disease prevalence and utilization patterns, we lead the way
in tying these forecasts to facilities implications.
Through demographic analysis, our tools help you allocate
your resources to the locations where they can be most
utilized. By correlating multiple population variables for
each market under consideration, we can determine the
community that has the greatest need and offers the
highest revenue potential for a particular asset or service.

GROUPING COMPARISON BASED ON DISEASE PREVALENCE

DISEASE PREVALENCE BY COMMUNITY

Because different communities have different patient profiles, such as variations in geriatric growth levels or
chronic disease prevalence, a bubble graph helps decision-makers visualize each population’s healthcare needs
and potential revenue in order to prioritize investments.
Bubble colors represent individual service areas. A small-sized bubble indicates that the market is a prime
opportunity for the selected service or asset. The higher along the Y axis the bubble is located, the higher the
disease prevalence. The further to the right the bubble is located along the x-axis, the greater the population
growth or volume. Providers choose optimal locations by identifying the smallest bubbles towards the upper
right corner of the graph, which represent communities with the highest potential use rate and the largest
volume. The different types of chronic illnesses indicate different service and programmatic needs.

SYSTEM SERVICE NEED OPPORTUNITIES

SYSTEM SERVICE NEED OPPORTUNITIES

This tool assists in evaluating whether data supports the addition or expansion of specific service lines within
a designated geographic region. By identifying service gaps in the competitive marketplace, we uncover
opportunities by comparing the quantity and utilization of services currently available to the quantity that can
be supported by the current and future population in the area. We develop detailed market utilization analyses
for defined ambulatory components and analyze service locations and local competitors within a specified
service area. Our facilities blueprint recommends site location targets and facility programs generated from
anticipated ambulatory volumes.
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Healthcare providers are currently facing a dizzying array of
strategic and facilities challenges. At FreemanWhite, our
approach integrates data, research, and best practices into our
architectural solutions to help you balance cost and value.
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